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I’m a huge fan of ebooks. I’m so into them that I actually
have TWO e-readers! One for my library books and another for
advanced  reader  copies  (ARCs).  Many  people  out  there  are



willing  to  share  their  gardening  knowledge.  These  free
gardening ebooks are an excellent choice for frugal gardeners,
people new to gardening, and even just people who want a bit
of inspiration before they get their hands dirty.

Most of these books are available for free with a Kindle
Unlimited subscription. A few of them are free without one.
And a few books aren’t free but still under $5!

If  you’re  interested  in  creating  your  gardening  ebooks,
consider exploring a free ebook maker to share your expertise
with others! It’s a fantastic way to contribute to the wealth
of knowledge available in the gardening community while also
showcasing your passion and skills.

Read on for a brief description of each book and what you can
hope to learn from reading it.

Free Gardening Ebooks

Garden Potpourri: Gardening Tips from the
Easy-Growing Gardening Series
This under $5 ebook includes a collection of tips to suit both
advanced  and  beginner  gardeners.  If  you’re  sad  about  the
gardening season ending, this might be a nice way to remind
yourself that a new season is on its way.

Urban  Homesteading:  The  Ultimate
Homestead  Guide  to  Becoming  a  City
Homesteader
This  title  is  available  for  free  with  a  Kindle  Unlimited
membership.  If  you’ve  always  dreamed  of  having  your  own
homestead in the city, this is a good place to start.
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Greenhouse Gardening: The Ultimate Step-
by-Step Gardener’s Manual for Beginners
This Kindle Unlimited ebook is all about how to get started
with growing fruit and veg inside a greenhouse. You’ll get
tips on how to plan your greenhouse and even how to make money
growing inside your new structure.

Keyhole  Gardening:  An  Introduction  to
Growing Vegetables In A Keyhole Garden
Learn about this no-dig gardening method that’s perfect for
small spaces. This is a great gardening method for frugal
gardeners  who  don’t  want  to  spend  a  ton  of  resources  on
growing plants.

Growing Food In Winter: An Introduction
To Growing Food Crops Out Of Season
Anyone who knows me knows that I’m a huge nerd for winter
gardening.  When  you  live  somewhere  with  a  short  growing
season, it’s nice to know that there are possibilities for
growing beyond the summertime. This gardening ebook covers a
host of subjects, including winter crops, hot bed gardening,
and planting times.

Container  Gardening  Month  by  Month:  A
Monthly  Listing  of  Tips  and  Ideas  for
Creating a Professional Container Garden
One of the most challenging aspects of gardening is knowing
what to do when. Keeping track of what needs to get done can
be overwhelming—especially if you’re new to gardening. This
ebook gives you monthly checklists so you can keep on task and
focus on taking care of your plants.
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Container  Gardening  for  Beginners:  A
Guide  to  Growing  Your  Own  Vegetables,
Fruits, Herbs, and Edible Flowers
I love growing in containers! Pots are easy to move around,
and plants are a lot more manageable when kept in containers.
This book is a great choice if you’re new to growing in
containers and need a bit of wisdom to get you going.
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